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 A lot of campers whould like to do travels in motorized RVs with closed windows and 
a good internal refrigeration, mainly in summer and hot countries.  Who will not like it? 
 One possible option is to have an air conditioner powered buy the vehicle motor. This 
system is based on strap/pulley connected to the motor. Additionally, a fan powered by 
battery will force the cooled air to be circulated to RV internal area. This type of refrigeration 
in general is not efficient because total area to be cooled is too big. One partial solution to 
this is to use fabric curtains between driver area and the living room: only people traveling 
in driver area will be in privilege, since in general this will be the unique cooled area when 
traveling. 
 The use of fuel generator is another option. The generator properly dimensioned is 
capable to power one or more air conditioners, bringing an entire solution. But we must 
take in mind that RV generators are expensive to buy, expensive to maintain, make noise, 
pollute, generate heat, need special safety mounting project and also is expensive due to 
fuel consume. 

What about inverters? Are inverters capable to power air conditioners? The answer is 
clearly yes, since high power inverters are available in the market. So, why it is not usual 
inverters powering air conditioners? It is not usual because the inverters are energy 
dependent on batteries, equipments with low energy storage capacity. 

A very important change is now happening in air conditioner technology: the 
downsizing and use of electronic components in Split Airs reduced the necessity in amount 
of power. The power necessity went down from 1500 w/h in wall air conditioners to 800 
(9000 BTU) and 600 w/h (7000 BTU) of split airs. Also the use of inverter technology in split 
airs attenuated energy peak to start the air compressor. 

A bank  with 2 12V/150 Ah batteries have 3600w total charge with possible 1800w 
available to be consumed (50%, case of vehicle batteries) or 2700w in case of stationary 
batteries (80% of total charge). In both cases, these bank batteries will be completely 
discharged in less than 2 hours when powering the 1500w air conditioner. Using battery 
recharging with car alternator (600 w/h) the bank will maintain the air conditioner operating 
more one hour (2-3 hours). See in table 1  the 7500 BTU(wall) power consumption with 
battery recharging active. Clearly these amount of hours are not acceptable. 

In same table 1 , inspect now and find that split airs (9000 and 7000 BTUs) rated 
down the consumption: in case of stationary batteries and one 7000 BTU split air 
conditioner, the system will operate during 16 hours and after these hours we still have a 
reserve of 2960 watts. In all cases of table1  it was considered an 85% inverter efficiency 
(losses due to DC to AC conversion) 

In Brazil there are some motorhome manufactures starting applying this new 
battery/air conditioner architecture. The amount of camper feedbacks is still minimum, but 
we expect good new notices about using inverters to power split airs. 

To complete here, four important things to mention: 1) battery banks loose efficiency 
with time, so old banks may not support this architecture 2) to stay in safe part, use new 
stationary battery banks combined with 7000 BTU air conditioners 3) the camper must 
check the alternator recharging frequently, since recharging is an important part of total 



process 4) the air conditioner energy consumption increases with increasing local average 
temperatures, so you must check what is the equipment energy demand related to your 
geographical area.  

 
 

 
 

Table 1 – Table showing power consumption of some a rrangements of battery 
banks (vehicle and stationary) and air conditioners . 


